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How one approaches leadership is key to influencing others.
Building capacity in your team is essential to achieving the greatest
results. Listen to a conversation between Dr. Hank Staggs of the
Tennessee Department of Education and Dr. Rachael Milligan of
the Ayers Institute for Teacher Learning and Innovation at
Lipscomb University as they discuss how to approach leadership
with a coaching mindset.

Summary Points
Challenges to Approaching Leadership
with a Coaching Mindset
➤ Time is needed for those in the organization to adjust
➤ Keys to this approach

Difficult Conversations
➤ Coaching is not a magic pill
➤ Steps to address conflict
➤ Show up as a coach leader; have the difficult conversations
and still maintain the other person’s status

Continue the Conversation
“How might approaching leadership as a coach
impact your organization’s culture?”
“What steps can you take toward the goal
of approaching leadership with a
coaching mindset?”
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Food for Thought
Challenges to PApproaching
Leadership
O D C A S T
with a Coaching Mindset
➤ How might you approach those who say they don’t want to be
coached, but who seem to prefer a more directive style?

Difficult Conversations
➤ What kind of power do you see in Scott’s model for handling
difficult conversations?
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Connect with Ayers Institute
The Ayers Institute exists to support both pre-service and currentservice educators. Send your comments and questions by e-mail to
ayersinstitute@lipscomb.edu or on social media using the handle
@ayersinstitute and the hashtag #ayerslunchandlearn. Visit our website at http://www.ayersinstitute.org to learn about digital resources,
courses & seminars, and coaching & custom programs that build capacity
in educators and support positive student outcomes.
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